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BACKGROUND
Currently VideoLectures.NET hosts more than 16.000 video lectures from prominent universities and
conferences mainly from natural and technical sciences. Most lectures are 1 to 1.5h long linked with
slides and enriched with metadata and additional textual contents. Videolectures.NET is being
visited by more than 15.000 unique visitors from all over the world daily, which provides a very
efficient distribution and dissemination channel. Further to that, Videolectures.NET is tightly
integrated in the three world scale communities of higher education institutions that are providing
open access to free educational contents. The three communities OpenCourseWare Consortium
(OCWC), Opencast and Knowledge4All combine altogether more than 600 HigherEd (mainly
Universities) around the world including the first ten highest ranked Universities. This provides on
one side a huge market and on the other the unique dissemination channel to reach world scale
impact.

FIGURE 1. VideoLectures.NET portal (source: VideoLectures.NET)
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As use case partner, JSI will integrate the MediaMixer technology into Videolectures.NET and hence
demonstrate the value of the technology while also itself benefitting from improved search and
retrieval of fragments of its video assets.
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USE CASE DESCRIPTION
Visitors to VideoLectures.NET are looking to consume learning materials on specific topics of
interest. However, visitors typically have limited time to find and watch the materials they want and
the topics they search for may be orthogonal to the materials themselves (be the subject of different
parts of multiple learning resources rather than the subject of a specific complete learning resource).
Visitors would benefit from easier and quicker access to those different parts in the form of a single,
integrated presentation of learning materials, which in turn could drive more repeated access and
win new users, including in new contexts. E.g. dynamic provision of such learning resource “mash
ups” would be particularly useful in mobile consumption contexts (where the user typically has
more limited time and a restricted browsing interface). These mash-ups could subsequently form a
new distribution channel for VideoLectures.NET contents (e.g. video streams / TV channels on
selected topics) and be integrated into other learning channel offers (mobile like iTunesU, IPTV
specialist channels).
Hence we propose a use case for the VideoLecturesMashup which will be a dedicated channel on
the VideoLectures.NET portal which is capable of accepting a specific learning topic as input and will
produce as a result a mash up of fragments of learning materials from the site addressing that
topic, ordered in a meaningful way. The mash up will be specifically addressable and hence
bookmarkable/saveable for subsequent reference and viewing.
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ACTORS AND ACTIVITIES
In this use case, the principle actors are the users (scientific community generating the learning
materials with the support of their universities, and the learners who seek to access those materials
in a suitable and appropriate fashion), aided by the content manager at VideoLectures.NET who is
in charge of preparing the materials on the portal.
The below diagram introduces the current principle actors in VideoLectures.NET with their activities
in using the portal.

FIGURE 2. VideoLectures.NET workflow basic (authors: Fabjan, A., Zdolšek, T.)

In terms of benefiting these user types, we note that VideoLecturesMashup can help distribute
more widely the materials available on the learning materials portal by reaching learners who may
not have otherwise found that material at all (since its primary subject is not the topic the learner
may have searched for), promoting cross-disciplinary learning and promoting further the content of
the universities (NB. this requires that the mash up can still associate the selected fragments in the
mash up with the content provider) and the work of the presenters (since presentation of their work
to new communities may seed new applications or co-operations).
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1. USER WORKFLOW
The below diagrams are explaining the current and new user activity / workflow in
VideoLectures.NET.

FIGURE 3. VideoLectures.NET user workflow current (authors: Fabjan, A., Zdolšek, T.)

Another workflow should be noted where the learner is not just looking at VideoLectures.NET but is
interested in any learning offer regardless of its source (the single requirement would be
trustworthiness):
request for video content
compare the content on MOOCs (competitors: Coursera, EDx,
Udacity , Khan Academy, AcademicEarth, iTunesU)
seek to receive most demanded content
search keywords, topics interested in
receive list of results
choose the appropriate video
lecture
watch & download specific video lectures
receive knowledge
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Here, VideoLectures.NET competes with other learning material offers and the perceived value of its
offer will be based on the relevance and appropriateness of what learning material it presents with
respect to the other sources. The key access point in every workflow is the step “search
keywords, topics interested in” which results in a list of results which are unordered,
complete learning resources.

FIGURE 4. VideoLectures.NET user workflow NEW! (authors: Fabjan, A., Zdolšek, T.)

VideoLecturesMashup is intended to simplify the user workflow by offering a direct intuitive
access to a single learning channel built around the topic searched for, i.e.
search topic interested in

receive learning channel

This workflow may be particularly useful where the user is using a device where browsing is more
restricted (TV, mobile) or is seeking to quickly access video which they can begin to consume (time
restricted to browse all search results and select which they want). In comparison, there is less direct
control over the selected material, which makes the relevance of the selection even more important,
and some options may be desirable to offer the user in an interface (e.g. only use recordings made
within a certain time period).
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2. CONTENT MANAGER (CM) WORKFLOW
The below diagrams are explaining the current and new content manager activity / workflow in
VideoLectures.NET. The workflow provides information for the manager browsing and accessing
learning materials as well as for providing materials for the portal.

FIGURE 5. VideoLectures.NET CM workflow current (authors: Fabjan, A., Zdolšek, T.)

New system functionalities (Segmentation, Automatic textual transcription, Concept extraction from
slides, Video analysis, Fragments of learning materials, Semantic annotation) would result in less
work and less time consumption for the content manager. Another important case is that we now
have logical structured fragments, from which the content manager can easily make new structures
and publish them as curricula.
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FIGURE 6. VideoLectures.NET CM workflow NEW! (authors: Fabjan, A., Zdolšek, T.)
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SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITIES
The VideoLectures.NET portal will need access to richer annotations of the learning materials in
order to be able to support a search and retrieval mechanism at the level of fragments of the
materials themselves. Currently, the search and retrieval works on text matching over complete
materials titles and descriptions. Not even the internal descriptions that are currently maintained by
VideoLectures.NET (the slide titles) seem to be used in the site search. These internal descriptions
(where content of the videos is tied to specific, mainly temporal, fragments) need to be more
detailed, and the slide boundaries in the presentation (which can be calculated) linked to the correct
temporal boundaries in the video (since a slide may be shown before the speaker starts to reference
it, or they reference it before it is shown). This will require additional analysis processes being
applied to the learning materials video to generate this annotation. This can usually not be included
during recording, even signaling when the speaker refers to the next slide is difficult for a
cameraperson probably not knowledgeable about the speaker’s subject.
In post-processing of audio, video and the associated slides, VideoLectures.NET needs to incorporate
● automatic textual transcription from speaker audio
● concept extraction from slides (not just titles but textual content)
● video analysis e.g. identification of spatial fragments with the speaker, slides, other objects
into its internal metadata generation process, complementing the current manual effort.
This richer annotation will use semantic technology, since associating a spatial or temporal fragment
to a semantic concept (rather than, e.g. a simple text label) gives additionally the possibility to link
that fragment to that concept’s synonyms or related concepts in a semantic search and retrieval
system. A metadata schema for the annotations needs to be selected, as well as a choice of
vocabularies which contain the relevant concepts and provide (semantic) links to related concepts
(e.g. within a taxonomy or classification scheme).
An appropriate repository needs to be provided to store the resulting (semantic) metadata and
allow for efficient indexing and retrieval by a search agent. It could be used alongside the current
storage solution with the use of shared unique IDs for learning resources to provide a link between
data in both stores.
Automatic analysis should be able to handle timing of slide changes in the video, for example,
however manual correction may likely still be important for the results of automatic concept
detection. It may be that the accuracy of the processes is sufficient to rely on it in user search however irrelevant results may be less tolerated in a mash up situation. Given the need for specialist
understanding of the topic, one option is to incentivize the learning resource creator to correct the
annotation of their learning resource. Another is to rely on crowdsourcing, whether Mechanical
Turk or the learning resource viewers themselves.)
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Assuming the availability of richer annotation of the learning materials, a semantic search and
retrieval module needs to be provided for the fragment selection. Given the association of media
fragments to semantic concepts, this module is able to match the input topic to concepts in the
annotations via the use of appropriate ontologies (logical models of how different concepts relate
to one another).
There are three core functions performed by such a module:
(1) the input topic is internally modelled as a set of semantic concepts;
(2) the annotated learning resources are internally indexed in terms of the concepts they are
associated to, and
(3) the module is able to calculate a matching value to represent the level of semantic proximity
between the concepts in the input topic and the concepts in a learning resource fragments
annotation.
An appropriate threshold is set to determine which fragments are to be selected and the form of
the semantic proximity (between topic and fragment) may be one of the characteristics used in
determining the ordering of the fragments in the mash up. This semantic search module would
replace in VideoLecturesMashup the text based search module used by VideoLectures.NET
The results list will contain not complete resources but fragments in terms of spatial or temporal
divisions of the learning resources video. Rather than presented as a list to the user they will be
played out as a single video stream (while the interface may allow for browsing options, e.g. jump
forward or back between fragments). This requires that VideoLectures.NET incorporates on both its
media server and its embedded video player the necessary support for the Media Fragments
specification.
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CONTRIBUTION OF USE CASE TO STATE OF THE ART
There are two main reasons why and how Videolectures.NET profits from semantic multimedia
technology enabling fragmented content in comparison with the current approach:
(1) According to the videolectures.NET portal visitor analysis main part of the visitors are looking for
very specific information inside the lecture and are not interested to watch the entire lecture. This is
why the access to the interconnected video content fragments is important.
(2) Videolectures.NET is tightly integrated in the three main communities of higher education
institutions that are committed to provide open access to open lectures at their sites. The main
effort in these communities is to find out how to interlink multimodal contents across many multilingual sites. The technology to support semantically interlinked multimedia fragmented video
content lies in the core of these attempts. Currently there are no feasible solutions to support this
aspect.
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